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By ?/IARYBOYCEand FIROZE
KOTWT,
I n the first part of this study ' framing ' bZj have been considered in
connexion with religious rituals celebrated in the fire-temples, and with acts for
achieving or maintaining ritual purity, mostly by p&c-mahal priests. Here it i i
proposed to consider such b6j as are needed and used in daily life.
Among the many bzj prescribed for ordinary actions those for eating and
drinking are the most numerous and the most frequently referred to. Hence the
common (if not always appropriate) rendering of bZj as ' grace before food '.
The fact that in literary references usually only the opening bEj is mentioned
has further helped to obscure the special character of the Zoroastrian observance.
For most activities there is one fixed pair of bzj, initial and final; but for
eating and drinking there are four, which vary according to the solemnity of
the occasion and the piety and learning of the individual concerned. These
b6j are known in the Pahlavi and Persian books as the b6j T ltalt xwardan, or
more briefly bEj i nEn, and in Gujarati as the jamv6nS bzj. Of them the three
main ones are listed in descending order of dignity in the Soddar Bundahii.
where it is said : ' It is necessary that before men are about to eat they should
first thank God the great and glorious, and should acknowledge the favours
which they have received '.2 The initial bEj 5 nZn is not, however, only an
utterance of thanksgiving, but protects something almost sacramental, since
by the acts of eating and drinking man consumes the creations of Hordtid and
Amurdad, as the priest does in the sacred ceremonies ; and if he is a good
man.
partaking temperately and reverently, he benefits by so doing the good creation.
Accordingly the highest form of bZj T nZn, namely the dr6n yait, which nowadays.
as we have seen, is used only by priests in the fire-temples,3 was formerly
celebrated much more generally, by the laity as well as priests, by women a i
well as men ; in fact by any Zoroastrian who wore sudra and kusti, and by
that is, who had
whom worship had been performed (yait kard E ~ t d )anyone,
,~
reached maturity and had entered fully into the religious life of the community. "
The dr6n yait is the only bij S n i n which is said with barsa??t; and from the
Pahlavi and Persian texts it appears that, with one exception, it was always so
recited. There mere, however, two separate observances which could be followed
when the yait was used as a domestic bZj. By one the service could be fully
solemnized, in which case the expression dr6lt yaz- mas properly used ; by the
other it was recited without ritual, in which case the idiom was dr6n . . . ul
g6ea- ' to say aloud the dr6n(-service) '.6 The latter course was specifically
1
2

For part I see BSOAS, xxxn , 1, 1971, 56-73.
R. N. Dhabhar (ed.), Snddar S o y and Saddar R?cnrlehrsh, Bombay, 1909, hx.2 (p. 131).
See part I, p. 65.
See gni., ed. Tavadla, p. 83, n., p. 92, 11.
cf. Y,~111.4.
See Pahl. Vd., xvi.7 (drdn . . . ul gdwis'n) and cf. fins'., iii.35.
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enjoined in the past on a woman in menses, who could not herself, being ritually
impure, consecrate anything or touch anything consecrated.' In such circumstances she was to recite the service only, using the BnGman of SrbB, the great
protector against evil. This appears to be the one time when the service was
spoken without barsanz. On other occasions a woman could, as z6t, consecrate
the dr6n with barsam in hand,s making the ritual (VZBni; and could moreover
This presumably refers
act as z6t for other women (zan pad z6tih 2 zanCClZ i~Zyt?d).~
to the shared dr6n yait used as a baj Z nzn, for several persons, as is still the
custom among hanz-palant priests.1° I t is probably also in connexion with the
domestic celebration of this shared rite that the question was asked whether a
man might
- take the bdj from his former slave. The answer was that if the
ex-slave were now truly free, more sudra and kust;, and spoke the bzj correctly
(biij durust xuiinad), it was proper; but that it was not proper to take the bcj
from a man who was actually a slave.ll
I t is not, however, in connexion with women or slaves that the highest form
of grace is generally mentioned in Pahlavi literature and the &alm&na ; but
rather in stories about kings and nobles, high priests and ministers, and men
of substance. Formerly the dr6n yait was evidently recited generally by all
priests wherever they were and whatever the occasion. Thus when the high
priest of Hormizd IV visited the minister Tzad GuBnasp in prison, ' food was
placed before the pious men. Then they took the bZj, holding the barsam '
(nihzdand xUZn p'ii-i yazdan-parast, girftand pas baB u barsa~nbe dast).lZ
Although nothing is known of forms of prayer which may have been used of old
in pagan Iran, there appears to be a link between such observance and a
reported incident in the life of the prophet himself, when a pagan priest came
to his father's house, and Pourusaspa set before him a cup of mare's milk and
asked him to consecrate it. Zoroaster: then only a boy, is represented as
protesting because he regarded the priest. a dat?ua-worshipper, as unfit to
bless the milk. l3
The strict piety whereby not even a drop of n-ater was to be drui-ik without
the bZj of the dr6n yait appears required ideally in Sasanian tinies of the lay
gentry as n*ell as the priests. When Kharrtici expounds the Zoroastrian faith
to the Byzantine emperor, he declares ' unless the sage, devout dihqEn has the
barsam in his hand, having taken the baj, he should not taste a drop of water,
even if thirst drives him to dream of water ' (jihcindide dihqcin-i yadln-parast
pet bar bai barsam %a-g%ad be dust. nn Bayad Caiidan-3 yak qatre ab, gar az
See, e.g., RivZyats, MC, I , 222.10-16, Dhabhar, 223-1. On present plactice see below, p. 309.
W e e gn'nS., iii.32, and x.35.
,%., x.35. I t was only a woman of ill-fame who could not herself eonseerat? the drdn, but
who had t o employ others to do so
x.36).
' 0 See part I, p. 67.
11 Riviiyats, MU, 11, 29.4-10, Dhabhar, 415.
' 2 Firdalisi, giihnZma, Tehran ed., 1934-6, rIIr. p. 2571, 1. 96 (transl. Warner, vrn, 82-3).
'3 See Wizidagihii i ZZdspratn, xii.1-5 (ed. B. T. Anklesaria, Bombay, 1964, 68-9) ; Dinkard,
111.3.34-6 (ed. D. P. Sanjana, London, 1912, ~111,57-5 ; 11. JIoli., La ldgende de Zoronstre selon
les textes pehlevis, Paris, 1967, 35-7).
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tiinagi ab binad be x16b).14 This general statement i5 borne out by variou\
incidents in the epic, such as the time when a meal was hastily set out in an
orchard for the retinue of Bahram cubin, but before they ate ' a loyal servitor
entered the orchard having taken the baj, barsarn in hand ' (biyamad yak;
mard-i mehtar-parast, be bay az pay-i b6Qu barsaln be dast).15 He \\*as presumably
to act as z6t for the band of nobles. The Syrian Acts of Christian martyrs provide
further testimony for the lay observance of this rite ; for there it is told how
the Persian noble Mihriirngu3nasp, about to abandon the religion of his forefathers. became ' disgusted mith the mumbling of the Magian custom, and mhenever. in accord mith heathenish usage, a Magian caine and gave him zcask at
mealtimes, he began to say to hiniself [a Christian prayer] . . . and to make the
sign of the Cross over the dr6.12, and then to eat ' . I 6
The king himself was one of the nobility, a member of the second estate ;
and there are a number of stories told of Sasanian kings in which they take the
bcij before eating, sometimes even in times of dire stress. One occurs in the
Karnarnag i Ardaiir, when the king comes, lonely and dispirited. to the house of
Burzag and Burzadur. The hospitable brothers, who did not know the w y farer's identity. ' consecrated the d r 6 ~and said to Ardaiir : " Be pleased to
take the b i j and eat " . . . ArdaBir . . . took the baj and ate ' (dr6lz yait ud 6
ArdasBTr szcahiin kard k u zcaj framzy grift ud xzcariin xtoar . . . A r d m i i r . . . zocTj
grqt ud szcariilz xzcard).17 In this domestic ceremony, it seems, the guest took
part as raspzin a shared dr6n yait, in which one of his hosts acted as z6t. glthough
the piety of Burzag and Burziidur is insisted upon, there is no suggestion that
the brothers were priests ; and although they worship and invoke the divine
beings on the king's behalf,l"heir reward for the help which they give him ii
' a district to govern and rule ' (r6stag-8 pad sarddrzh ud kadag-xzcadayih).lg
It seems that it was only when the king was thus unrecognized that he was
called upon to act in the lesser capacity of raspi. In all the other incidents it is
the king himself who takes barsarn in hand, usually, it mould appear, simply to
speak the service. Thus it seems to have been a spoken dr6n yait which was
shared as their bdj S lzan by Khusrau ParvEz and his nobles before the banquet
given by the king for the Byzantine prince Niyatus. As an act of courtesy
14Scihn&na, IX, p. 2762, 1. 1513 (Warner, YIII, 277). The texts have be-girad, which yields
little sense. On the use of bZj by the dihqcin class cf. '%hnCn~u,VII, p. 1820, 1. 214 (. . . din-i
dihqzn-i Etasv-parast, ke hi hdz' barsam nu-girad he dust).
l5 gcihncima, YIII, p 2648, 1. 1445 (Warner, rIII, 157).
l 6 See G. Hoffmann, dltsziiye aus syrischen Akten persisel~erLIIurtyre,., Leipzig, 1880, 96. The
word wuak has been interpreted as a drink, see IT.B. Henning, ' The Xiddle-Persian word for
" beer " ', BSOAB, XVII, 3, 1955, 603-4;
in this particular passage one would expect it t o
signify some part of the iis',zi (on which, in current usage, see part I, p. 6 8 ) , and to be associated
therefore with the r7rcirr. Cf. the Jlandaean passage cited by Henning, loc. cit.
1' D. P. Sanjaila (ed.), The IiirnC~nei Artakhshir i PcipaX.Cn, Bombay, 1896, vii.6, 7. The
brethren presunlably addressed their guest ' inarticulately ' (see part I, 11. 7 1 ) , and the longish
speech added in the text after their courteous request must be taken as romancer's licence.
18 ibicl., viii.8 (where ?/azisi~
is evidently used as a general term, anti not with reference t o
the yasna).
' 9 ibicl., viii.19.
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Khusrau had donned for the occasion a robe sent him by Theodosius, which
was adorned with crosses, his priests having allayed his scruples by decreeing
that ' clothes make not faith ' (din nist . . . be pQiiB be-~Ey).~OIn Firdausi's
account of the taking of b6j the barsam is handed to the king by his uncle
Bind6y. No priest is mentioned. The poet describes the scene as follows :
xarimzd xan&n bar-; xva?z nis'ast be Bud tiz Bind6y barsam be dust
j i k n d E r be-grift u andar nihan be zamzam hami ray zad ba r&-n
' He (Khusrau) strode, smiling, to take his seat at the table. Bind6y hastened,
barsam in hand. The ruler of the world took (it) and privately murmured with
the nobles '.*I It seems probable that Firdausi has here confused b i j and
zamzam, on account of the Persian idiom be b i j guftafz ' to speak with b i j ', i.e.
' inarticulately ' 22 ; and that the original Pahlavi meant that the king (reciting
the dr6fz yaBt) exchanged the bEg' with his nobles. This interpretation is borne
out by the next lines, which describe how Niyiitus, outraged by the sight of
Khusrau in his cross-adorned robe reciting Zoroastrian prayers, flings from the
table, saying : ' bEj and cross together are an insult to Christ through Caesar '
(. . . bEi G EalipE be ham zi Qaisar buvad bar MasZhE
Bind6y strikes
him for this, and Niyiitus demands Bind6y's person from Khusrau. In the
king's answer occur the following words : ' God forbid that I should abandon
the faith of my fathers, chosen and pure lords of the earth, and go over to the
faith of Christ-not take the b i j at table and become a Christian ' (mabcd? ke
din-2 ~ziyEgin-ix z i i , quzi;d8 jihEnoZr u pEkEn-i 2 4 8 , quzaram be din-? Masiha
iavam, na-giram be xvEn b6Q u tarsE ? a ~ a + n ) . ~ ~
Khusrau's piety in respect of the b i j i nan is shown also in earlier incidents
of his reign, during the campaigns against Bahriim cabin. Once when fleeing
across the desert with only two companions the king asked for food at a lonely
shrine, and was offered such meagre fare as the place had. ' The king having
taken the bEj with those two liegemen, barsam in hand, they sat down upon the
soft grey sand and ate in haste what there was ' (jihZng'dy b i i n do xusrau-parast
girift az pay-2 b i i barsaw be dast, niiastand bar narnz Ag-i kabdd be uBt6b
xvardand En26 ke b d ) . 2 5 A shrine could naturally provide a barsam. On another
similar occasion, when a caravan-leader, an Arab, slew an ox for the fugitive
Khusrau and his followers, they simply 'took the bEg' ' with no mention of
barsam (giriftand b i i i n ke b d d i n - ~ i i d h ) , presumably,
~6
that is, they spoke one
of the lesser big' i nin. That barsam could not always readily be obtained is a key
factor in the pathetic story of the death of Yazdigerd 111, as recounted by
Firdausi. *4s a hungry fugitive the king came to the miller's door, and was
offered what the man had-dry bread and water-cress. ' The king replied :

" D ~ h n ~ n lIX,
a , p. 2793,l. 2092 (Warner, YIII,

308).
ibid., IS, p. 2794, 11. 2102-3 (Warner, nIr, 309).
L"ee part I, pp. 72-3.
'
3 &ihncima, IX, p. 2794, 1. 2105.
2 q b i d . ,IX, p. 2795, 11. 2119-20 (Warner, VIII, 310)
2 5 ibid., I X , p. 2716, 11. 706-7 (Warner, vnr, 234).
ibid., IS, p. 2734, n. (Paris ed. only); Warner, vnI, 250.
21
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" Bring what you have. With barsam the food indeed will serve " ' (bedfiguft i i h
Gnc'e dari biyar, x"ari.3 nZ-z bti barsam dyad be k h ~ r ) .The
~ ~ miller brought the
food, but had to hasten away to procure the barsam. His request for one, from
a local dihqZn, awakened curiosity,28 and his description of his noble guest
led to Yazdigerd's murder. This story emphasizes the fact that barsam was
not used by members of the lowest estate.
Other occasions are described in the f i ~ h n ~ mwhen
a
hungry and desperate
fugitives insist on bhj and barsanz before they mill eat. Only once is it said that
a noble in these circumstances, namely Bahrlm Giibin, forgot the bZj. But
a comrade recalled him to his religious duty: ' YalLn-sina gave the barsam
to Bahram-in his grief he had forgotten the b6j ' (Yaldn-sZna barsam be
BahrGln dGd, nayamad hami dar yam az bai ~ a d ) . 2If~ self-discipline was truly
as strictly required as this, it may well still have been the bcSj with barsam which
Ardaiir Plpakan took when he came in, hungry and thirsty, from hunting.30
The classical authors have certainly paid a number of tributes to the Persians7
moderation and self-control in the matter of eating, which accords with
Zoroastrian d i ~ c i p l i n e .On
~ ~the other hand, the ' Book of Kings ' was compiled
by priests, and it may well be that they went beyond the facts of daily life in
their stress on the use of the dr6n yaBt as the essential bZj Z nZn. There is also
the possibility that in Pirdausi's redaction the word bGj (or bai) tended to drav
barsam with it in fixed association, so that not every reference of his to bdi with
barsam is necessarily reliable.
Other bdj T n d n were certainly recognized. In the Xaddar Bd. the second one
is called the w e T Ohrmazd, which in the Xaddar Nasr is glossed ya'ni AmaBGThe first name is given because the initial bCj contains the Sniiman of
Ohrmazd, the second because it includes Y , v111.3-4, whose opening words are
amaia spalzta. In India it is regularly known as the AmeBaspand bdj. It is
purely a spoken btij, with no ritual and no barsam ; but it also is a solemn one,
which is used (now almost solely by priests) at qahhmbZrs and on anniversary
days, and at religiously endowed feasts in general. Its texts are as follows :
Opening biij: a. v. 3, fravarEne . . . [with appropriate qah] . . . frasastayaE2i.a
ahurahe m z d d raEvat6 xvarana?ahat6 xBnaoOra, greater Sncman of Ohrmazd,
amaia spanta . . .jasaiti ( = Y , v111.3-4), i9C Ga_t yazamaidb ( = Y , v. 1), a. v. 3,
hunmta hiixta huvarita . . . , Pazand dFb&a, with lesser Sniiman, of Ohrmazd
(recited ' inarticulately ').

Closing biij: a. v. 4, 9. a. v. 2, vasasCa t u . . . drvat6.st6iB (= Y , ~111.5-8),
a. v. 3, y. a. v. 2, yasnamCa valzmada . . . Gfrindmi, lesser Bn.finzan of Ohrmazd,
a. v. 1, nhmdi raEBclu . . . karfa muzd, kustT bastan.
ibid., IX, p. 2995, 1. 497 (Warner, IX, 100).
ibid., IX, p. 2995, 1. 502 (barsam 6erB xecihiy By rczbeh?)
2 9 ibid., IX, p. 2788, 1. 2003 (Warner, vm, 304).
3 0 KErnCmag, ed. Sanjana, ix.10.
31 e.g., Xenophon, Anabasis, v.2.17.
3 2 Saddar X a ~ r xxi.7.
,
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It is noteworthy that, essentially, this bEj is based on Y. VIII, i.e. the final
hG of the dr6n yaBt ; for Y, v111.3-4 and Y, v.1 of the opening section form the
essential bCj for the dr6n CEBnS ; and Y, ~111.5-8of the closing section follows

the CaBnS and concludes the service.33
The third bEj is much simpler, consisting essentially of Y, v.1. (= Y,
xxxv11.1). It is called in the Pahlavi books by the opening words of this
section, namely iOE EaJ yazanzaidd, or, briefly, simply
The bGj is taken with
Y, v.1, a. v. 3 ; and is left with a. v. 4, y. a. v. 2, a. v. 1,ahm-i rai?iCa . . . karfa
~nuzd,and kust-i bastan. Until the early decades of the present century this bEj
was generally taken by Zoroastrians for their ordinary meals. It is now used
mostly by priests, and in Iran by the laity too when they take their meals
during the nine nights' retreat.
In the Saddar BundahiB it is said : ' That person who does not know how to
offer the dr6n must take the bZj of Ohrmazd. And if they do not know even
this, they must recite aloud iOE aa$ yazamaidi?, and say 3 aBam vohc (tin kas
ke dr6n nu-dEnad yaitan, bdyad ke vcj-i Ohrmazd h5 qSrad. Ta' agar Tn nSz
na-dEnad, iOE Gai yazamaidd bar xvEnand va se aiam vohc be qcyand).3j There
is, however, another very simple bGj which was admitted for children, the sick,
and presumably the ignorant, namely one aBam vohc said before and after
eating. This is mentioned in SnB., v, where biij S n6n xzwardan appear to be
treated, namely the dr6n yadt, iOE, and aiam vohii. The exposition here is not
wholly clear, however, for the author, writing for fellow-priests, appears to use
yaBt indifferently for yait S keh i.e, the dr6n service, and yait T meh, here apparently
the yaBt i n6 nGvar, the equivalent of qRT-xrid, whose performance (personally
or through a priest) was enjoined on every Zoroastrian upon attaining his or
her majority.36 The text is concerned with the sin of eating irreverently, the
different ways in which this call be done being subsumed under the one expression
drdy6n-jazuiinih ' devouring while chattering '. this being the most grievous
way of erring. 'A child of from 8 to 15 years, male or female, even if without sin
with regard to celebrating the (dr6n) yaBt [i.e. though not expected to do so], yet
if he can say iOE and aBarn vohC, and does not do so, then (the sin of) "devouring
chatteringly " goes to his account. And if (an adult) can celebrate the (dr6n)
yaBt by heart, and (yet) says (only) iOE and aBawz vohc-there mas one (authority)
who said that it is as if he had not celebrated the yaBt (of n6 nEvar) and had
not become qbi-xr-id ; and there was another (authority) who said that he did
not (thereby) become one " devouring chatteringly " ' (az haBt scilaq tE 15
salag, ward ud zan, haqar-ez pad yait kardan awinah, be-i iO6 ud aiam vohc
tuwEn guftan, ud nd qdwdd, E-S draytin-jatciinih 6 bun. ud ka-B yait warm tutcan
kardan, ud iO& ud aBanz vohZ gdw&l, bCd kd gqft ku Ed6n ba~cgdCe6n kn-S yaBt nd
See part I, pp. 6 3 4 .
3"ee Saddar Bd., lix.5 ; fins'., v.2, 5 .
35 Saddar Bd., xxvii.4, and cf. Saddar N a p , xxi.7.
38 Taradia, Azs'., p. 92, n., takes yas't throughout as referring to the yai't i nci ndvnr ; but this
y~eldnpoor sense
33
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h r d btEd, ud gbtz-xrid nd bawdd. ud bad kE guft ku dr6yGnjuwiinBh nd bawbd).37
Thus one authority held that the dr6n gait must be celebrated by all who were
qualified to do so, whereas another, less exacting, found i0E and even &am
vohC acceptable. In thc DEdest6.12 I dTniq, Purs. lxxviii.7, it is conceded that in
a case of serious weakness or illness even a fully qualified priest (herbad i
gEhGn-srad) may say i06, or aSam vohfi, or merely the word asam, as his btij for
water or food or medicine, if thereby he can preserve his pure body (tan i p6k)
from death.38
Since to eat and drink are acts of such regular occurrence, a special vocabulary developed in this connexion. Thus a man who takes the btij before
eating is wcij-xwar or wcij-xwaranda ; and one who fails to do so is drcFyEn or
bi-wcij-xzuaranda.39 One of the souls which the just Viriiz saw suffering in hell
was ' the soul of that sinful man who in the world devoured Hordiid and
Amurdiid, water and plants, chatteringly, and ate unlawfully and did not keep
the b6j' (ruzu6n i; awb druwand mard kdS pad gbig Hordad ud Amurdad [sic],
6b ud urwar, drciyEnjfid ud &-dih6 xward ud w6j nnd &St).40 The text continues :
' And sinfully, he did not celebrate the (dr6n) yait, and as he despised Hordad,
water, and Amurdad, plants, so this soul must thus undergo heavy punishment '
(ud pad zuiwihgcirih yait nb kard u-8 Hordad cFb ud Amurdad urwar d 6 n turTh
bCd, 6h bn ruzu6n Ed6n grin pGdifrah ab6ybd b ~ r d ) In
. ~ the
~ NamcZz T Ohrmazd
the Zoroastrian thanks God for having created him ' as one eating with bEj
(w66-xwar), and not as one devouring ~hatteringly'.~'In the Riv6yats it is
insisted that everyone must take baj for meals, and that to speak while eating
~~
Pahlan in his
is ' the way of the non-Zoroastrian' (Eyin-i ~ l u r v a n d ) .Darab
Parziycit-nGma of the late sixteenth century makes the same stipulation,
permitting the recital of i06 only to those who do not know the ' great baj '
(i.e. the Ameiaspand bEj) 44 ; and he ends his section on the subject by exhorting
himself: ' Do you, 0 Darab, refrain from being without bcij, so that you may
find a place full of light in highest heaven' (T6, Ey DcirEb, az bT baj Jaw dQr,
in Iran it is ordinarily only
k-az En ycibT gar60m-n jciy pur r ~ f i r ) .Nowadays
~~
the priests who take a b6j for eating ; but there some at least do so strictly and
on all occasions. In India this was the practice until early in the present
century ; but now the Parsi priests in the main eat with bEj only when they
are keeping the highest purity, or upon special occasions, such as jdns, i.e.
ceremonial feasts.
37

Sd.,v.2.

Cited in part I, p. 65.
For references see Tavadia, &$., 152, on v.1, n. 3 4 ; and further Saddar Bd., lxxiv.13.
40 A V N , xxiii.6 ; cf. JZX, ii.33.
41 A V N , xxiii.7-9.
4 a Rivciyats, MU, I , 412.7-8, Dhabhar, 320.
4 3 Rivciyats, MU, I , 350.12, Dhabhar, 312.
4 4 J. J. Xodi (ed.), The Persian Fararzicit-ncimeh and Khokiseh-i din of Dastfir Ucircib Pcihlan,
Bombay, 1924, 25.8. Modi (Cerenzonies and customs, 349) distinguishes between the ' great
bcij with barsom ' (the drdn yait) and the ' great bcij without barsom ' (the A m d m p n d bcij).
4 6 Modi (ed.), The Persian Farzicit-ncimeh, 25.36.
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It was the silence which Zoroastrians maintained during meals which caught
the attention ofjuddTns rather than the words which they said before and after ;
and to questions about this silence the Zoroastrians returned rationalized
explanation^,^^ without mention of the reverence for Hordad and ArnurdLd
which is insisted upon in their own treatises on the subject. In fact no particular
explanation is required, since silence is maintained between all baj other than
those which frame actions accompanied by Avesta.
Since silence was kept throughout a meal, when toasts were proposed at
a feast, the names of those for whom the wine was drunk were said ' with big' ' :
' So also during the meal . . . every toast, be it to the sacred memory of the
departed or be it of any living being, ought to be taken inwardly . . . that is,
inarticulately with lips compressed . . . '.47 The Gujarati expression for this is
mun madhe yid kTjye ' to remember in silence '. It is not the Persian custom
to make speeches on such occasions. Only the short formula is used : be yid-i
f u h , or fuldn-n; yZd.48 The word yEd is also used in connexion with acts of
worship, for ' all the liturgical services, besides being performed in honour of
a particular heavenly being or beings, are celebrated in the name or in the
memory of somebody who is named in the recital ',49 i.e. in the Pazand dibi6a.
The invariable phrase used is Fdar yid bZd ' may (so and so) be remembered
here '. When this dZbi6a is repeated within the service, since it is in Pazand it is
necessarily said inarticulately or ' with bEg' '. From these various usages an
association developed between the term ydd and the muted method of speaking ;
and so one finds instructions in one of the RivZyats to recite ' with yad ', i.e.
inarticulately, instead of the usual ' with big' '.jO
The third bcij for eating,
- iOi, is the one said when an individual consumes
something ritually, for purification or initiation (e.g. nirang or pomegranate
leaf) 51 ; and it is almost certainly therefore the bdj which was used before oathtaking, when a sulphur drink was given to the man on trial. Before the ceremony
began, a yadt 2 dr6n was solemnized with the dnfimn of the just Ra6n.52 Then
the vessel used for parih6m in the yasna was brought, containing a little water
infused with sulphur, herbs, and a grain of gold dissolved 53 ; and when the
time came the oath-taker was told to sit and say the bEj, then to drain the
vessel, cleanse his mouth. and leave the b i j before standing up again to take
the oath.54
IOi and the other initial blZj for eating have evidently a double intention,
partly for protection of the act, partly for thanksgiving for the means of life.
4 s See al-Biruni, The chronology of a ~ ~ c i e nations,
nt
ed. E. Sachau, 223 : Jlas'iitli, Les prciiries
d'or, ed. Ch. Pellat, I, 198, § 533 (= Barbier de Meynard, n, 108).
*' T. D. Ankleasria, appendix to the Gujarati transl. of Dd., p. 53.
" See 1RIodi, Ceremonies, 43.
" Modi, Ceremonies, 359-60.
50 N U , I, 263.3 (x%ndan-i y6d), Dhabhar, 263.
51 See, e.g., Jlodi, Ceremonies, 93, 123.
5 2 N U , I, 51.19-52.1, Dhabhar, 48.
5 3 NU, I, 51.13-15, Dhabhar, 47.
K 4 MU, I, 52.17-18, Dhabhar, 49.
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It appears to be the element of thanksgiving which predominates in the use
of the Ameiaspand bdj in the ritual of galzdmbdr pdvi. ,4t this observance
a priest who has acted as z6t a t a dron yait for a gahdmbar consecrates a vessel
of pure water (or, in another form of the ceremony, vessels of pure water and
so he keeps his hands round the vessel's neck, making
~ n i l k ) . ~ W h idoing
le
paiwand with it ; and the other priests who wish to take part in the ceremony
make paiwand with him by holding a fold of his sudra. The zot has not left the
bZj of the dron ceremony 56 ; but a11 the other priests now take the specific
br7j for the gahZnzb6r pavi, which is the Anzeiaspand bdj. When the short
ceremony is over, each priest leaves this b i j in the usual way, and the zot the
b5j of the dr5n yait. Nothing is partaken of during this service, and the
Ameiaspand baj appears to be used simply as a blessing on water as the basis
of all created life and of all that man consumes.
Apart from the b5j 1, nEn, the bdj of daily life appear to be used largely for
protection, protection sought both through the inherent power of the sacred
words themselves, and also through that of the yazad who is thereby invoked.
It is not surprising that for the purely protective b&j the y a z d i i most often
Sr68, lord of this world and especial guardian of mankind against evil. This
role is presumably attributed to Sr68 precisely because he is tanu. mqOrn or
"bijtan, ' having the sacred word as body ', and so is the yazad of the bdj, one
of the most potent weapons against M ~ r i m a n . ~ ~
There are a number of occasions when a bcSj is to be taken explicitly in the
name of Sr68, and with regard to Parsi idiom one has to distinguish therefore
between the Sr6i baj which is a yait 5 dr6n with the Jnii~nanof Sr68, and the
Sr6i bGj which is a bdj proper incorporating the ind?nan of this y a ~ a d .It~ is
~
solely in the latter sense that the term is used here. The b i j is frequently
referred to in the Riv&yats, where the expressions vEj-i Sroi giriftan j%nd also
v6j az Sroi girqtan 60 occur.
The texts of the Sr6B b i j as now recited are as follo~vs6 1 :
Opening blij : x i . a. m., a. v. 1, y. a. v. 5,62a. v. 3,fravardne . . . [with appropriate
gah] . . . sraoialze aiyeJze taxrnahe tanu. mq8rahe darii. draoi 6huiryel~e. . . vi8vd
~nraotu,ahunam vairsrn tanGrn pditi 3 (= T7d., xi.3), y. a. v. 1, kanz.nd ~ n a z c h. . .
astvaitli aiahe.
j5 For the ceremony with consecration of pure water see H. &I.E. Pavry, BrTjdharnZnt? lagti
pHzama7talni kriyao, 111, Bombay, [1938], 156-7.
See part I, p. 64.
5' It is presumably as lord of prayer that SrbB is held to preside over the religious life of the
individual ; see E'arziycit-ncima, text, 2, transl., 3.
js Modi seeks on occasion to distinguish these as the ' Srds' bcij ' i.e. the yas't, and the ' s~naller.
Srds'bdj ', i.e. the bcij proper, see, c.g., Ceremonies, 409, 410 ; but he does not separate the two
in the index to this work.
XU, I, 586.1.
o o MU, I, 607.13.
61 See Darmesteter, Zd,11, 686-8.
8 2 Fire y. a. v. belong to SrdB the protector; cf. I'd., xi.3.
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Closing blij : namas6i ya irmaitii i Z 6 i 3, y. a. v. 2, yasna7nEa vah~nanzCaaojasCa
zaaara6a 6frZnami sraoiahe aiyehe . . . a'huiryehe, a. v. 1, ahmai raBi6a . . . karfa
rnuzd.
The SrGi bhj is so important and so frequently used that until fairly recently
it mas one of the small number of Avestan texts which a child had to learn
by heart before it was invested with the k ~ s t i . ~ ~
It is evidently because of the care which Sr68 takes for the individual soul,
here and hereafter, that the patzt or confession of sins is recited with the bcSj of
SrbS. Some kind of paiwand must always be made for the recitation of pat&
but this is done before the b i j is taken, and can in any case hardly be regarded
as constituting a ritual action, for which the protection of b i j would be necessary.
Presumably therefore the taking of b i j for pat& is an old extension of the use of
' framing ' b i j , evolved perhaps to invoke the particular protection of Sr66
at a time when wrong is being spoken of. Those saying patgt accordingly recite
the five y. a. v. proper to SrG, and then the opening bc7.j of Sr6B. After this they
recite the pat&, and then say y. a. v. 21, a. v. 12, and the closing b i j from
yasnamza . . . .
The recitation of patd is enjoined in various circumstances, and is essential
for the dying or on behalf of the dead. There is a striking instance of this in the
8ihnama, when Khusrau Parvgz, perceiving that the hour of his assassination
is at hand, bathes and calls for fresh garments and the barsam : ' When he saw
the barsam he took the b6j. There was no time for speech or private talk. When
the king had put on those clothes he recited the confession of his sins ' (621
barsam be-dEd andar amad be b&, na @h-2 saxun bCd u gufthr-i Zk,Cu En.jhrneh5rd be-p4iTd Bhh, be zamzanz hami tauba Lard az g ~ n a h ) This
. ~ ~ account is wholly
Zoroastrian, in spirit and details, except for the mention of barsam. Either
practice has greatly changed, or this is one of the instances where Firdausi has
automatically associated barsam with bhj. The baj taken on this occasion by the
doolned king- would undoubtedly have been that of SrdB.
Death is, in general, one of the times when the protection of Sr6B is most
needed, both for the departed soul and also for those who dispose of its abandoned body. With regard to its use by the latter, the Sr6i b i j is also referred
to as the waj-i XasdB, because it protects against the denloll of decay .65 At the
building of a new dakhma, accordingly, Sr6S is repeatedly invoked. In India
before the work begins at all a yasna is celebrated a t the very centre of the
chosen site, followed by five yait 5 dr6n, with the Jnzlman respectively of Sr66,
Diidar Ohrmazd, Asfandiirmad, Ardii FravaB, and the Haft AmeBaspands.66
The z6t, who should be a priest holding the highest purity, then takes up a
See Blodi, C'erentonees, 180.
fiBl~nBma,IX, p. 2935, 1. 452-3 (Warner, IX, 34).
fib See RivByats, XIIC, I, 162.2, Dhabhar, 175. The Sr66 b6j 1s used on other occasions also
against Nasiii ' who, of all &us, is the most bold, continuonslg polluting and fraudulent '
(Far~iycit-nB?ua,
ed. Modi, text, 10, trans]., 19).
Modi, Ceren~onies,231 ; cf. the RiuByat of Iiaiudin Shapur, NC, I, 99.11-1" Dhabhar, 102,
where however only the first four of these d,dn yurts are enjoined.
63
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spade, and having said the initial bcj of Sr6i digs out a part of the ground
needed for the tower, reciting as he does so y. a. v., 21 times, after which he
leaves the bcj. The rest of the site is then excavated, and when the work is
complete the area of the tower is marked out by nails. For this two priests with
the highest purity make paiwand, take the btij of SrG, and drive in the nails,
a central one, four to mark the cardinal points, and 296 others.'j7 Threads are
passed between and round these nails to mark out exactly the different parts
of the dakhma; and it is not until the whole process is completed that the
priests leave their bc?j.'j8
When the dakhma is finished, the building is consecrated by ceremonies
lasting for three days, all of which are dedicated to Sr69, who guards the soul
for the three days after death. A yasna is solemnized each morning, and a
Vend-iGd each night.'j9 Then on the fourth day a yasna is consecrated in the
name of Ohrmazd, and four dr6n yaBts and Cfrinagcns in honour of Ohrmazd,
,4rdii Prava9, Spendarmad, and Sr6i. 7 0
The Sr6B bGj is essential at the disposal of the dead ; and the knowledge of
it is therefore among the minimal Avesta required of the pak-Bus and ~zasasEErs (those who lay out the dead and carry the bier). When the former
approach the dead body, they make paiwand and take the initial b i j of Sr68 ;
then they shroud the body, lay it on a stone slab, and mark three furrows round
the slab, after which they withdraw, still keeping paiwand, and leave the btij.71
For the funeral ceremony itself two priests make paiwand, take the bij, and
When they have finished
recite the Ahunavaiti GtithE (Y, XXVIII-XXXIV).~~
the nasi-stiltirs, also in pairs with paizoand, take the bcij' before they lift the bier,
and do not leave it until they have deposited the body in the dakhma, and have
themselves come out from there.T3 All this time they must therefore keep
silence. To speak any word openly (guSida) would be a breach of
and if done wittingly would make them themselves rifizan. If they should speak
involuntarily, they can inend matters by taking the b i j of Sr6i again.55
As for the mourners, in India the custom is that when the priests who
recite the yaSt 5 gihcn (geh-stirni) approach the end of Y, x x x ~ va, Inan moves
among those assembled, saying quietly : Sar6B-n;i b i j lev, siheb6 ' Sirs, take
the b i j of Sr68 ' ; and those who intend to go to the dakhma all take the bij,
each man for himself. When the priests have finished, the mourners file past
For the details see Modi, Ceremonies, 231-4.
6"bid., 234; of. MU, I, 99-100, Dhabhar, 102, 103
" Modi, Ceremonies, 238. It is the three Vendiddds which are elljollled 111 the Hzvdyat of
Icamdin Shapur, MU, I, 99, Dhabhar, 103.
'0 Jfodi, Ceremonies, 238.
See mod^, Cerenzonies, 53, d11d cf. Rivdyats, RK, I, 235.2, Dhabhar, 236.
' 2 JIodi, C ~en~onies,
I
6 2.
7 3 See Riviiyata, MU, I, 144.1-6, Dhabhar, 162.
74See Rivciyats, MU, I, 107-8, Dhabhar, 109.
7 6 See Riviiyats, MU, I, 108.8-17, Dhabhar, 110. (In RIU. 108.12 the phrase for ' having the
biij ' is elaborated to vcij dar dahdn dErand ' they have the bdj in the mouth ', the sacred words of
the initial biij remain~ngas ~t nele st111on the tongue )
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the body and born. to the soul that stands beside it. The corpse is then carried
away, with bEj, by the nasi-silars; and the others who have taken the b i j
follow silently in pairs, some 30 paces behind, each pair making paiwalul with
one another, usually by holding a handkerchief between them. The bier is set
down on a stone slab 30 paces from the dakhma, and the mourners, forming a
line some distance away, bow down once more. The nasi-s&rs then carry the
body into the dakhma, closing the door behind them ; and when they open it
again to come out (and to leave their own b i j ) the mourners likewise leave the
bzj of Sr69. Then, still keeping paiwand, they say the ' prayer of the dakhma '
(namzz-i dakhma, dcikhm6-no nunusfir) : az lzami gunah patgt paBamEnom,
i6a iristanqm urvznci yazamaide yd aiaonqm fravaiay6 3, ahmii racis'Ea . . .
karfa muzd. They then relinquish the paizoand, and withdraw to make ablutions,
and to perform kustl bastan.76
The Sr6B b6j is also needed at times of sudden death, when for instance
a body must be recovered from running water or a well. The rescuers should
make paiwand and take the bcrj of sr69 and bring the body out and then leave
the bij.77 The same ritual should be observed for bringing a body out from the
ruins of a building, after a fire.78
The protection of Sr89 is needed not only at death, but also on the frequent
minor occasions when dead matter from the living body, i.e. cut hair and nails, is
disposed of. The ritual for this, which is described in various places,79 is as
follo~vs: the nail-parings or hair-trimmings, placed in a piece of paper or cloth,
are taken to a barren piece of ground, away from water or fire. The person
disposing of them sets them down, takes the b i j of Sr89, and draws three
furrows round them, reciting one y. a. v. for each furrow. He then recites the
rlirang (or accompanying bcTj) paiti.t? nzaraya . . . (== I'd.. svii.9).80 throws dust
thrice over the parings,s1 and leaves the b6j.
The Sr6i btij is necessary against other pollutions than those of death and
decay. In the old days, as we have seen from the gni., a woman in menses was
required, ideally, to say the gait T dr6n with the indman of Sr69 as her baj for
eating.82 By later custom women at these periods are regarded as b i naw-z
without prayer ' and therefore say no Avesta during the time of their seclusion.
This accords with the stipulations of the Riviyats 83 ; but in them i t is enjoined
7 6 See Nodi, C'ere)nonie.s,65-6;
and for accounts of sinlilar funeral procedures in Iran the
l?ivdyats, MU, I , 143, 144 (Dhabhar, 161-2), 163 ff. (Dhabhar, 176).
7 7 Rivdyats, see Dhabhar, 90, 94.
Rivdyats, JIU, I , 131.15-17, Dhabhar, 146-7.
i 9 Vd., xvii.1-10
with Pahl. commentary: h'itciyats, MU, I, 244.i-14, 246.13-247.19;
Dhabhar, 249-51.
See Saddar S u . * ~ rsir;
,
West, SBE, XXIV, 275; IIodi, ' Two Iranian incantations for
burying hair and nails ', J. of the Anthropological Society of Bombay, VIII, 8 , 1909, 557-72.
8 1 Authorities differ as to whether the parings should be actually buried (the usual custom in
India) or not. On the need for care in disposing of the nail-parings see also grins'., xii.6 (ed. Kotwal,
11. 28).
8 2 I t is of course possible that such exacting rules of conduct laid down in the &?nJ'. and elsewhere applied, and were meant to apply, mainly to priestly families.
See MU, I, 205-7, Dhabhar, 211-16 ; and cf. MU, I, 238.2, Dhabhar, 240 with n, 7.
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that when she performs her ablutions thereafter, a woman should take the
initial bcij of SrBB before the bath, and after mashing with g6mEz and n7ater
should finish off the bij, her purity being thus restored.s4
The Sr6i bcij is also necessary at the barainom, for this is essentially a rite
for removing pollution, or for ' smiting (the demon) NasiiB ' (zadan-i I V a ~ i i i ) . ~ ~
At the very beginning, therefore, when the administering priest prepares the
ground on which the purification is to be carried out, he takes the b i j of SrBi
before drawing the f i s t encircling furrow, and leaves it when he has drawn
the last one. The candidate first drinks nirang, for which he takes the third
bcij i n i n xzcardan (i.e. ieci) ; and then, having left this bzj, he takes the bcij of
SrBi and does not leave it until the whole rite is over, and he is clothed agaims6
(There are various illvestan prayers to be spoken at different stages of the
purification, but these prescribed utterances in the sacred tongue do not break
the framing b6j. si)
The bcij of SrBB is taken again by the candidate for each of the three ritual
ablutions made during the nine days' retreat which follows the b a r a ~ n o r n . ~ ~
There are two reasons why the protection of SrbB is invoked for these. One is
that these ablutions are intended to continue the work of purification, in
which the yazad's aid is needed. The other is that at such times not only are
clothes laid aside but also the kusti, which ' is very protective for the body and
good for the soul ' (pad tan pcisbcintar zrd pad ruzacin weh)sg ; and the guardianship of Sr6i is therefore then particularly sought. The bcTj is taken before the
clothes and kusti are removed, and is not left until the clothes have been put on
again, just before the kusti is retied. When the candidate is a priest (now
invariably the case in India) he must then perform pzdycib kust? with g6mEz
immediately, in order to preserve his 'amal; for ritual power is diminished
through the act of being naked. For this reason the Sr6i bcij mas generally said
until recently by priests when they took baths in their own homes ; and this
practice is still maintained by the most pious.
Sr69 is invoked, not only when the kustT is laid aside, but also at the initial
consecration of the sacred girdle, for its greater protecti~eness.~~
The priest
performs pcidydb kusti, and takes the bcij of SrG. After this he cuts the kusti
(woven in a continuous circle) into half, saying as he does so the prescribed
Avesta (which forms the accompanying bcij or nirang 92), and inarticulately or
' with b i j ' the Pazand formula : Sr6i ai6 tagi tan farm-n 'At the command of
SrG, the just, nlighty of body '. Hc then leaves the bij.
S q I U , I, 208-9, Dhabhar, 215.
86 See Rivciyats, RIU, I, 599, Dhabhar, 376.
8 6 See, e.g., Rivciyats, NU, I , 559-60, Dhabhar, 378-80;
Rlodi, Ceremonies, 124 f. The bcij is
silnilarly taken for the lesser purification of si-Gy, or st-&r, still administered in Iran.
87 See part I, p. 57.
88 See RivZyats, MU, I, 603-4, Dhabhar. 384-5.
s9 gni., iv.13.
See Modi, L'eretrionies, p. 61, 11. 1.
Y ' See Modi, Ceremonies, 174-5.
Q 2 See E. K. Antia, PZzend texts, Bombay, 1909, 177.
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As we have seen in the case of bathing, a blFj may be used to safeguard or
restore ritual power diminished by the act thereby enclosed. Answering calls
of nature affects purity, and there is therefore an especial b6j for this, with a
brief opening portion and a long, closing one. This is variously called the
ccbustiig pad CamiSn," or nus& z pad C ~ m i S n , ~or* pzs'ab-ni bcj, or btij-i Saga. I n
the Pahlavi of Bd., xviii.43-4, where the matter is treated, the term 'Avesta '
(abastcg) is used for the btij. The opening part consists of the Pazand words
gun&h gekaste sad ha261 b i r , followed by a single y. a. 2;. The closing part, said
after cleansing, and a t least three paces away, is as followsg5: a. v. 3, hz~matanqm huxtatzqrn hu.caritanqln . . . vohunqn~maha 2 (= Y , xxxv.2), huxia8r6tam% . . . n3iii.a 2;ahiitCi 3 (= P, xxxv.5), y. a. 2;. 4, ahunam .cairim yazamaide,
~),
... .
agarn vallidtan~sraeita?)~
amaian spantaqn yazanzaide (= Y,~ I I I . ye.nht?hZtqm
a. v. 1, ptidytib kust2 with g6mEz (during bara8nom) or water.
This bcsj is now used by priests keeping the highest purity.
Sleeping at night is another act which calls for protection, since a man is
the11 helpless and the forces of darkness arc abroad. He should therefore put
himself into a state of physical cleanliness by 11-ashing before he lies down,g6
and of spiritual strength, ideally, by reciting patet, followed by one y. a. 2;.,
and one aSam.g7 Or the Sr6B yait sar-i iab ( Y ,L V I I ) may be recited. On rising
he sllould perforin kusti bastan, and then take the biij of Sr6; before washing
first with g6rnCz and then with water, after which he leaves the btij and performs
padyab kust?. The inlpurities of the night hours are thus discarded.98 I n this
connexion the Sr6i bZj is also called the AveskZ-i drrst-u-ruy-i6yin. the ' Avesta
for washing hands and face ' . 9 "
Btij are used also, a i we have seen, to guard positively good acts, such as
that of eating. Marriage and the begetting of children are among the ~llost
should,
commendable acts for a Zoroastrian, and the union of husband ailcl~~~ife
ideally. be protected by a btij.Ioo The initial btij should consist of nine y. a. v.'s,
and the closing one of the following prayers : a. v. 3, hu~natanqm2, huxia8r6taqnai 3, yudii . . . ahunam..cair?rn yazamaide . . . , after which the husband alone
. l ~ l ' if a person is affected with nocturnal
>houldsay 6r1t.cloiiti . . . a i ~ ~ i ~Further.
pollution during sleep, then when he gets up, he should recite the baj with the
intiman of Asfandtirmacl . . . . He should show the seminal fluid to the earth
Y3

gns'., x.5 ; and see further Dhabhar, Persian RiuEyats, p. 101, n. 1 .

" 'nd., iii.9.
" See Vd., sviii (withont I-, x1n.8), cf. Hivdyats, ;\IF, I , 603, Dhabhar. 384, J'artiyrit-?tE?ntr,

text, 26, transl., 38-9.
9"ee 21G., x.38.
'" See Far+iyEt-)~E?~zu,
text, 4, tralid., 7-5.
YVbid..text, 3, transl., 4-5.
9 1 R'
ruc~yats,
MU, I , 315.8-9, Dhabhar, 299. The expression also occurs generally as a synonpnl
for the S r S bEj, see, e.g., XU, I, 144.2, Dhabhar, 162.
loo See RivEyats, SIC, I, 191, Dhabhar, 206.
lo' Pd., xviii.51-2. For a first consorting, an initial b6j of 11 y. rt. u.'s was enjoined, NU, I, 192,
Dhabhar, 206. In India it is still the custom for priests to undergo barahlorn after the marriagenight.
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(i.e. he should first wash the piece of cloth on which the seminal fluid separated
from the body has fallen), and then he should recite the . . . nIrang,lo2so that
the earth Spendarmad may convey to him a son in the spiritual world '.Io3
There are other bEj to be said, which have, similarly, the i n i i m n of the
yazud particularly concerned. Thus when an animal has to be slain, a btij should
be said to protect the act, and the creature's spirit. Initially this consists of
xi. a. m., a. v. 1, followed ' with baj ' by the Pazand iniiman of Bahman. Then
the first part of y. a. v. should be said, guiEda, up to iyao8nanqm. After this the
animal should be swiftly and nlercifully slain, and when hands and knife have
been washed the rest of the y. a. v. should be recited, followed by 20 other
y. a. v.'s, and then one a. v., to complete the bEj.104 The opening bcj for milking
an animal for ritual purposes is similar, but on such occasions the Bnztirlan is of
Gaug Tagan and Gaug Urvan, and the closing baj is as follows : y. a. v. 2,
yasnamEa . . . afrInamI gaui . . . hu681ahci urune. hazawram bat?iazanqmbazvare
baEiazanqm (said once guiEda, and repeated inarticulately).I05 During the
religious services there are bEj also with the intiman of HBm, and of the fravaii
of Zardugt himself. lo6
There are also certain recitations of Avesta which, like the patzt, have their
appropriate bEj. One notable one is the observance of the Gatha days, when as
an equivalence in merit to chanting the Gathas themselves the devout laity
recite 1,200 ya8c ahii vairyos. Naturally some method of counting these is
necessary, whether with flowers, or pebbles, or a string of beads ; and this
counting constitutes a small continuous action. This action is, however,
practical rather than ritualistic ; and it is probable therefore that in this and
other similar cases (such as the recital of yaits to individual yazads) the use of
bEj is again by extension, as a form of invocation. For the recitation of the
Gathas a bEj is accordingly taken with the intiman of the Gathas themselves.
This is as follows l o 7:
Opening biij : (Pazand, quiEda) pa nEm I yaz&n . . . geh ga8Eby0 geh uhunavad,
geh uitavad . . . geh vahiitoiit, geh gE8Ebyo ard6fravaB be rasEd. az hanzii gunElz . . .
pa patzt hom. xinaoOra . . . taroidite . . . , a. c. 3, fravariine . . .frastayaZEa, the
lesser iniiman of the Gathas, y. v. x. fi.. . . . visvd mraotd, the greater iniiman
of the Gathas, ahunam vairim tantim pEiti 3.
Closing bZj: (Pazand, inarticulately) hormazd xodcZy awaztini . . . ZdGn bad.
y. a. v. 2, yasnamEa v. aoj. zav. Efrinanami,the lesser BnGrnan of the Gathas,
a. v . 1, ahmEi raciEa . . . karfa muzd.

This bEj is used, with different appropriate Bniiman, for the recital of other
Avestan texts (such as the yaits).
Vd., xviii.51-2.
Rivdyats, XU, I, 193, 11, 464, Dhabhar, 20'7. On the b i j see Vd., xviii.49-50.
104 See Rivdyats, XU, I, 261-2, Dhabhar, 262.
lo5 See part I, p. 59.
106 See part I, p. 59.
lo7 See Karasji Dadabhai, Tamcim Khordelt Avast6 (in Gujarati), Bombay, 1902, 473-5.
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Although such bzj with an individual JnQman exist, most b i j in use in daily
life are uttered, as we have seen, either with the Jniiman of Ohrmazd or that
of his vice-regent Sr68, the first having a strong element of thanksgiving, the
second more positively a seeking of protection. At all stages in Zoroastrian
history there must have been divergences between one household and another,
and one individual and the next, in the number and elaboration of bZj used.
Plainly the laity, although themselves using a variety of bZj, have tended to
look to the priests to maintain such observances more strictly, so that they
may be in a higher state of purity and their prayers on behalf of the whole
community the more effective. Despite individual variations, the fact remains
that ' taking the bZj ' is a characteristic and general Zoroastrian observance,
which in daily life sets a religious frame round secular acts, and which, with the
need to keep it silently, demands well-developed self-control.lo8 Apart from
its immediate purpose, therefore, the btij has probably been an effective aid in
sustaining the remarkably disciplined religious life of the Zoroastrians.
1°8 Keeping the b i j may well have helped develop the Persians' guard of their tongues,
which caused Ammianus Msrcellinus ruefully to observe (' History ', sx1.13.4)that some among
them worshipped the god of silence.

